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ABSTRACT 
 

The era of disruption and pandemic has changed the economic climate and the 

calculation of profits for various business sectors, including the service, trade, and 

manufacturing sectors. in 2020 it is almost certain that there will be a change in the 

calculation of financial targets both in terms of net present value and internal rate return, 

as well as in 2021, where profits are under great pressure. The service industry sector is 

one of the sectors experiencing deep pressure, especially the radio mass media business. 

Mass media including broadcast radio institutionally has two different sides, firstly 

commercial and profit-oriented as a business, and secondly social and idealism. The 

COVID-19 pandemic has been going on for about 17 months and has had a bad impact. 

as well as the financial impact experienced by radio media, most radio broadcasting 

media experienced a decrease in income in the range of 50% - 70% of normal conditions. 

Such conditions require radio media to adapt to the situation by rationalization and/or 

convergence, both in terms of business and social functions to survive. the steps taken are 

reducing broadcast hours, reducing the number of employees, and other efficiencies. 

there are even some who stop radio media business activities so that they do not carry 

out activities at all. The study uses financial analysis, data in the form of annual financial 

statements of income, in addition to financial statement data, direct interviews with 

decision-makers are carried out. 

  
Keywords: internal rate return; net present value; radio business. 
 

 

1. Introduction 
Uncertainty in business is a necessity for entrepreneurs, how entrepreneurs can face obstacles in managing 

business dynamics. Every century there are several economic, social, political, and even health obstacles 

that plague the whole world is almost sure that health problems, namely the COVID-19 pandemic from 
2020 to 2021, have made entrepreneurs rethinking, or even switch directions at least to survive during the 

pandemic. There are no exceptions to the radio media business. Mass media indeed broadcast radio 

institutional has two different sides: one commercial and profit-oriented as a company/business, and two 

social and idealism as an editorial side. The broadcasting community sees this phenomenon diametrically 

by looking at the significant differences between market/commercial-oriented private broadcasters and 

public broadcasters serving the public. The radio media business indeed in west java most are family 

businesses, some studies have also demonstrated a negative relationship between family involvement and 

financial performance. It could be happening because of the multidimensional problem, the research, we 

limit it to those related to finance. This phenomenon proves that the disruption and pandemic have changed 

the economic climate and the calculation of profits in various business sectors, including the service, trade, 

and manufacturing sectors. in 2020 it is almost certain that there will be changes in the calculation of 

financial targets, namely the capital budget, both in terms of net present value analysis and internal rate 

return analysis and in 2021 where profits will be under great pressure. The service industry sector is one 

sector that is under heavy pressure, particularly the radio mass media business. investors, tend not to have 
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a goal of how to assess the performance of companies that use public space through financial analysis. 

Investors tend to rely on intuition in deciding to sell, continue or even buy companies for business expansion 

and end up trapped in irrational behavior that leads to speculative actions. To help interpret business data, 
financial statements can be presented in a comparative form. According to Syahrul, S.E. (2000:180) 

comparative financial statements are financial statements that are presented side by side for two years or 

more. In a comparative financial statement, the figures contained in the financial statements for several 

years appear side by side in a vertical column. This format will certainly assist investors in identifying and 

evaluating significant companies and ratios. Financial evaluation that is often used and known by the public 

is the analysis of net present value and internal rate return. Assessing the company's performance can be 

done by comparing the current value of money and interest on deposits as a benchmark for zero risks. This 

is certainly very useful for investors in knowing the condition of companies in certain industrial groups to 

determine which is the best and more profitable in terms of the company's performance comparison. Past 

performance is often a good indicator of future performance. Currently, in Indonesia, there has been a lot 

of progress, such as in terms of the development of science, information technology, and 

telecommunications technology. Even though Indonesia is one of the slowest countries in the 

telecommunications sector, now we can see and feel the convenience provided by companies engaged in 

telecommunications. Business fields that were previously owned by the public were postal, 

telecommunications, and broadcasting. The broadcasting business, in this case, radio is one of the 

businesses that has been hit hard, almost seventeen months from the COVID-19 pandemic, so this research 

needs to be done so that all stakeholders get an idea of how the radio business is now and in the future. The 
main data source is obtained from broadcasters in the form of financial projections so that later this research 

can be useful for an overview of the radio business in West Java and how business people respond to the 

COVID-19 pandemic variable. 

 

2. Literature Review 
As far as the author knows, no similar research has been found, namely financial budgeting analysts at radio 

media companies in West Java, considering these companies are still closed companies and are thick with 

family companies, so data in the form of financial statements will be very difficult to find, therefore data 

which will later be processed is the primary data in the form of financial projections, which were originally 

from 2020 to 2025. As in the purpose of this research as a quantitative description and how entrepreneurs 

can survive and even stop broadcasting, it is hoped that further research can be carried out so that in the 

future it can be useful for all stakeholders. Currently, there are approximately 267 radio stations in West 

Java that have a license or better known as a broadcasting operation permit (IPP), divided into several 

categories, namely 215 FM private broadcasters, 14 AM private broadcasters, and community broadcasters. 

as many as 30 radios, local public broadcasting institutions as many as 8 radios. the number above is indeed 

not small, but the radio broadcasting institution still has good business opportunities from obtaining national 

or regional and local advertisements. The economic potential of local media in the West Java broadcasting 
industry is very good, but concentrated media ownership has an impact on unfair competition, especially 

the unfair treatment of local private radio. local radio stations in the regions generally do not have access 

to capital and have limited access to the "advertising cake" of large multinational corporations controlled 

by certain groups. this is one of the many obstacles faced by radio in cities and/or districts in West Java 

which was recently hit by the COVID-19 pandemic. The data collected is primary data, i.e. data obtained 

directly from the source, namely each broadcasting institution which incidentally is a legal entity, this data 

is a financial projection or pro forma from 2020 to 2025, while the Pro forma report itself is a 

comprehensive financial projection report. formal to reflect planned transactions within a certain period. 

The pro forma report is an important component of a business plan because it can predict the profitability 

and financial condition of a company in the future. The pro forma report becomes an integral part to 

convince potential creditors and investors to provide the financial assistance needed by a company. The pro 

forma report also helps the owner of the company to plan how to increase the financial strength and healthy 

growth of the company because this report can estimate the company's financial condition for a certain 

period. For financial data, of course, the data scale is a ratio, so that later it can provide a clear picture and 

consideration in making business decisions in the radio broadcasting sector. The radio broadcasting media 

business in West Java experienced its golden age in the seventies until the two thousand, after the two 

thousand, the competition was very, very tight, starting in the nineties, they had to compete with television 
for advertisements, from two thousand to ten thousand. two thousand and fifteen, although it is still 

experiencing its golden age, at this time advertising cakes, have started to compete with advertisements 
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spent on social media, so that in this era the competition is very, very tight, but when entering the year two 

thousand and fifteen the dynamic dynamics of business actors radio media in West Java began to be felt. 

In other words, after the year two thousand and fifteen advertising revenue was felt by some radio media 
quite heavy, plus radio media business actors are family businesses so that currently it can be said that radio 

broadcasting media is experiencing business turbulence, so the authors hope this research can be used as a 

reference. and guidelines for literacy regarding the description of the radio business in Indonesia, West 

Java. 

 

3. Research Method 
This research was carried out in December two thousand and twenty, with the hope of obtaining primary 

data from radio broadcast media business actors, namely financial report data, at least profit, and loss 

statements, we limit the population of radio broadcast media companies in West Java to members of the 

broadcast radio union. In the Indonesian National Board in the West Province, the number of members is 

one hundred and nine radios, so with a minimum sample of eighty-six broadcast media companies, 

however, the data is recorded, served, and then analyzed for about thirty-six broadcast radio media only. 

We got this data from the results of communication and correspondence from December two thousand and 

twenty to September two thousand and twenty-one, although the financial statements are in the form of 

profit and loss, there are still many shortcomings, although there are many shortcomings, hopefully, the 

results of this research can be reference material. In addition to profit and loss projection financial report 

data, direct interviews were also conducted with decision-makers regarding their financial statements and 
how to run the radio broadcasting media business during the two thousand twenty to two thousand twenty-

two years. The population is a generalization area consisting of objects/subjects that have quality and certain 

characteristics determined by the researcher to be studied and then drawn conclusions. (Sugiyono, 2007: 

90), So the population is not only people but also objects and other natural objects. The population isn't it 

either only the number of objects/subjects studied, but includes all the characteristics/properties possessed 

by the subject or object. Sample understanding and sampling techniques. The sample is part of the number 

and characteristics that owned by the population. While sampling is a process of selecting some of the 

population elements which is statistically sufficient so that by studying the sample and understanding 

characteristics (characteristics) will be known information about the state of the population. The sampling 

technique is a way to determine the number of samples and the selection of prospective sample members, 

so that each sample selected in the study can represent the population (representative) either from aspects 

of the quantity as well as from the aspect of the characteristics owned by the population. Sampling technique 

If all members of the population are selected to be members sample, then this process is called a census 

(saturated sample). Sampling techniques can be grouped into two, namely: 1) Probability sampling, 

including: simple random (simple random), proportional stratified random random), disproportionately 

stratified random stratified random), and cluster/sampling area; 2) Non-probability sampling, including 

sampling systematic, quota sampling, incidental sampling, purposive sampling, saturated sampling, and 
snowball sampling. Probability sampling techniques. A technique that gives equal opportunities to every 

member population to be selected as a sample) 1) Simple random sampling (homogeneous population) 

Sampling is done randomly regardless of the existing strata. The technique is only used if the population is 

homogeneous. 2) Proportional stratified random sampling (population is not homogeneous) Sampling is 

done randomly by taking into account the existing strata. This means that each stratum is represented 

according to its proportions. 3) Disproportionate stratified random sampling this technique is used to 

determine the number of samples with a stratified population but less proportional, meaning that there are 

several strata groups that are very small in size 4) Cluster sampling (Regional Sampling) This technique is 

used to determine the number of samples if the data source is very wide. Sampling is based on a 

predetermined population area. For example, from 27 provinces 10 provinces were taken randomly. Non-

probability sampling (Techniques that do not provide equal opportunities for everyone members of the 

population to be selected as samples) 1) Systematic sampling sampling is carried out based on the order of 

members of the population who have numbered 2) Quota sampling is carried out on members of the 

population who have characteristics up to a certain amount (the desired quota), 3) Incidental sampling 

chance-based sampling, i.e. anyone who happens to be meeting with the researcher can be used as a sample 

if the person who happens to be found is considered suitable as a data source. 4) Purposive sampling 

determination of samples based on certain considerations. 5) Saturated sampling sampling when all 
members of the population are used as samples. 6) Snowball sampling the determination of the sample 

which is initially small in number, then the sample is ordered to choose their friends to be sampled. And so 
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on, so that the number of samples is increasing. Like a snowball. Referring to some of the things above, the 

author initially conducted a minimum sample using the Slovin formula, the population, namely members 

of the Indonesian National Private Broadcasting Radio Association in the West Java Region, was one 
hundred and nine radios, so with the Slovin formula the minimum sample was eighty-sixed samples, but in 

the process, there are difficulties, from December two thousand and twenty to September two thousand and 

twenty-one, only thirty-six data were obtained as sample data for the income statement financial statements, 

so that the basis for choosing the sampling method was not likely, namely Techniques that do not give 

equal opportunities to everyone members of the population to be selected as samples, and what the authors 

choose is to be purposive sampling considering the long process and data are difficult to obtain. In addition 

to the profit and loss financial statement data, the authors conducted interviews with decision-makers 

related to financial dynamics and the wheels of the radio broadcasting media business.  

 
Figure 1. Sampling framework. 

(Source: Sugiyono, 2017) 

 
After the data is obtained then sorting and selecting is done and then standardization of profit and loss 

financial statements is made for service companies, in this case, is a radio broadcasting media services with 

their accounts then the formula is income, minus expenses equal to net profit or loss. However, the data 

obtained was not as expected, as shown. 
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Tabel 1. Revenues 
2 0 2 0 2 0 2 1 2 0 2 2 2 0 2 3 2 0 2 4 2 0 2 5

1 243,900,000     282,600,000     321,300,000      350,370,000     369,900,000     405,450,000     

2 7,389,751,415   

3 952,034,678     

4 654,450,000     

5 200,000,000     220,000,000     241,000,000      264,000,000     289,000,000     

6 426,654,295     469,319,725      516,251,697       567,876,867     624,664,553     

7 572,162,649      602,750,000     663,025,000     723,300,000     783,575,000     904,125,000      

8 79,330,000        

9 236,800,000     263,990,000     311,080,000       357,560,000     388,515,300      

10 699,400,000     734,370,000     771,088,500      820,943,550     885,673,530     943,630,963     

11 1,200,000,000  1,320,000,000  1,452,000,000  1,597,200,000  1,646,920,000  

12 148,500,000      198,000,000      252,000,000     346,500,000     441,000,000      

13 1,474,308,000  1,474,308,000  3 ,082,644,000 5,001,412,500   5 ,026,050,000 

14 843,251,647      932,621,748      1,032,716,262   1,144,822,117     1,270,380,675  1,411,006,260    

15 862,550,626     701,364,114        918,794,290      1,027,506,043  1,049,816,999   1,068,916,888   

16 1,890,650,185   

17 1,246,000,000  

18 3,926,605,363 3,950,695,363 3,960,695,363 3,965,695,363 4,065,695,363 4,100,700,000  

19 4,866,552,095 5,738,140,750  6 ,711,112,905     

2 0 2,670,000,000 3,140,000,000  3 ,525,000,000 3,870,000,000 4,155,000,000  

2 1 3,207,706,214  3 ,518,091,524   3 ,843,996,101   4 ,186,195,906   4 ,545,505,701  

2 2 3,760,003,152  

2 3 224,721,763      235,957,852     247,755,744     260,143,531       273,150,708      

2 4 100,000,000      100,000,000      100,000,000      100,000,000      100,000,000      

2 5 403,925,000     421,601,250       440,161,313        459,649,378     480,111,847        501,597,439      

2 6 785,542,654     1,204,000,000  1,353,000,000  1,703,000,000  2 ,364,800,000 2,926,000,000 

2 7 148,500,000      198,000,000      252,000,000     346,500,000     441,000,000      

2 8 230,000,000     280,000,000     510,000,000      690,000,000     2 ,670,000,000 

2 9 135,500,000      156,600,000      169,600,000      184,010,000       199,861,000       217,297,100       

3 0 196,410,000       200,000,000     215,000,000      228,000,000     240,000,000     

3 1 150,361,000       161,005,000       172,166,000       185,666,000      199,777,000      

3 2 1,217,125,000    

3 3 303,750,000     382,500,000     470,750,000     462,825,000     559,825,000     560,018,250      

3 4 815,000,000      896,500,000     986,150,000      1,084,765,000  1,193,241,500    

3 5 236,800,000     257,557,500     317,080,000      341,560,000      361,293,000      

3 6 401,925,000      421,601,250       440,161,111          459,649,378     480,111,847        501,597,499      

Ra d io
Re ve n u e s

 
Sources: primary data, processed with excel 2010 

 

Tabel 2. Expenses 

2 0 2 0 2 0 2 1 2 0 2 2 2 0 2 3 2 0 2 4 2 0 2 5

1 199,767,492      234,927,492     270,087,492     298,803,492     310,525,092      332,365,092     

2 6,690,930,211   

3 889,123,220      

4 474,600,000     

5 135,000,000      150,000,000      166,000,000      183,000,000      201,000,000      

6 379,517,131        391,795,075      404,530,600     417,746,358      431,466,574      

7 616,319,285       510,425,992      519,310,252       528,661,354      538,521,768      548,938,166      

8 88,600,000        

9

10 674,000,000     697,700,000     717,373,700      746,146,529      776,564,111        808,755,127      

11

12

13 1,350,786,160   1,442,036,160   1,660,352,880  3 ,129,528,250  3 ,183,904,125   

14 521,657,628      602,905,605     656,403,431      1,036,397,740  790,749,473     885,604,615      

15 720,000,000     720,000,000     720,000,000     720,000,000     720,000,000     720,000,000     

16 2,585,162,189   

17 1,162,700,000   

18 2,567,050,516  2 ,585,042,502 2,604,833,686 2,626,603,990 2,650,551,323  2 ,676,893,390 

19 4,730,201,910   5 ,479,582,614  6 ,015,432,083  

2 0 2,562,000,000 2,873,000,000 3,112,500,000   3 ,362,000,000 3,573,000,000 

2 1 1,222,734,558  1,283,871,286   1,348,064,850  1,415,468,093   1,486,241,498   

2 2 4,119,315,789    

2 3 479,455,355     503,428,123      528,599,529     555,029,506     582,780,981      

2 4 70,000,000        75,000,000        80,000,000        85,000,000        90,000,000        

2 5

2 6 730,135,546      730,135,546      876,162,655      1,051,395,186    1,261,674,223   1,514,009,068   

2 7

2 8 160,400,000      242,400,000     355,000,000     318,000,000      1,595,800,000  

2 9

3 0 166,700,000      175,000,000      200,000,000     220,000,000     230,000,000     

3 1 127,593,700      132,465,650      134,037,300      140,148,400       146,905,800      

3 2 609,540,000     

3 3 288,635,396     320,132,462      360,331,434      387,376,606     417,814,562       456,241,860      

3 4 801,500,000      845,650,000     892,415,000      981,656,500      1,036,163,150    

3 5 232,420,000     251,470,000      295,000,000     310,000,000      329,000,000     

3 6 397,396,123      399,541,029      416,528,522      434,362,468     450,310,856      469,324,460     

Exp e n s e s
Ra d io

 
Sources: primary data, processed with excel 2010 

 

The data above will make it easier to make an image, as an illustration of financial projections both in terms 

of income accounts, expenses, and net income or a net loss. After that, the author will analyze the financial 

budget, namely the time value of money in the form of net present value and internal rate returns, the 

authors hope that the results of this study will clearly show how the business conditions of radio 

broadcasting media in West Java are. Now we move on to the basic theory of what is projected financial 

statements (in this case profit and loss), then what is net present value and what is internal rate return. A 

Pro forma report is a formal financial projection report to reflect planned transactions within a certain 

period. The pro forma report is an important component of a business plan because it can predict the 
profitability and financial condition of a company in the future. The pro forma report becomes an integral 

part to convince potential creditors and investors to provide the financial assistance needed by a company. 

The pro forma report also helps the owner of the company to plan how to increase the financial strength 

and healthy growth of the company because this report can estimate the company's financial condition for 

a certain period. How to Make a Pro forma Report Here's how to compose a pro forma report: Calculate 

your company's projected earnings using realistic market assumptions. Research and discuss with experts 

and accountants to determine the normal annual income stream, cash flow, and asset accumulation 

assumptions. Estimate your total liabilities and costs. Pay attention to any existing expenses and make sure 

the estimates made remain realistic. Estimate the company's cash flow. This point concerns net income in 

the future, asset sales, dividends, stock issuance, and so on. Net present value (NPV) is the difference 

between the present value of cash inflows and the present value of cash outflows over some time. By 
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contrast, the internal rate of return (IRR) is a calculation used to estimate the profitability of potential 

investments. Both of these measurements are primarily used in capital budgeting, the process by which 

companies determine whether a new investment or expansion opportunity is worthwhile. Given an 
investment opportunity, a firm needs to decide whether undertaking the investment will generate net 

economic profits or losses for the company. To do this, the firm estimates the future cash flows of the 

project and discounts them into present value amounts using a discount rate that represents the project's 

cost of capital and its risk. Next, all of the investment's future positive cash flows are reduced to one present 

value number. Subtracting this number from the initial cash outlay required for the investment provides the 

net present value of the investment. but from a business perspective, the firm should also know what rate 

of return will be generated by this investment. To do this, the firm would simply recalculate the NPV 

equation, this time setting the NPV factor to zero, and solve for the now unknown discount rate. The rate 

that is produced by the solution is the project's internal rate of return (IRR). 

 NPV formula. 

 𝑁𝑃𝑉 = ∑
𝐶𝑛

(1 + 𝑟) 𝑛

𝑟

𝑛=0

 

 

IRR formula. 

0 = 𝑁𝑃𝑉 = ∑
𝐶𝑡

(1 + 𝐼𝑅𝑅) 𝑡

𝑇

𝑡=1

− 𝐶0 

4. Results and Discussion 
The author can describe how the pro forma of the thirty-six radios in West Java is as shown in the pictures 

below, namely revenues, expenses, and net income or a net loss. 
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Figure 2. Revenues 

(Sources: primary data, processed with excel 2010) 
 

The table above shows that in one year on average, radio broadcasters project income below one billion 

rupiahs, only a few radio broadcasters project revenues above one billion rupiahs. In line with income, of 

course, expenses will also increase, assuming the increase in income will increase the expenses. as shown 

in figure 3 below. 

 

(1) 

(2) 
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Figure 3. Expenses 

(Sources: primary data, processed with excel 2010) 
 

Contrary to the net income, it can be seen in figure 4, that the average radio broadcasting institution in West 

Java projects a net income of under five hundred million rupiahs, and some even project an income below 

zero rupiahs. 
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Figure 4. Net income (loss) 

(Sources: primary data, processed with excel 2010) 
 

All data show the same thing, regarding income which has fallen by about fifty percent to seventy percent, 

meaning that some of these radio stations are still trying to survive, but some appear to be no longer 

broadcasting, with an illustration that their net income is below zero rupiahs. From the initial data that the 

author has sorted and then selected, analyzed, and then processed to be presented in the tables above, a 

tentative conclusion can be drawn that it will have an unfavorable impact on the net present value and 

internal rate return on the average company, namely radio broadcasting institutions. 
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Tabel 3. NPV and IRR. 

WACC

20% 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 NPV IRR

(500.000.000)       44.132.508          47.672.508          51.212.508              51.566.508          59.374.908          73.084.908              272.728.829-Rp                 -10,23%

(500.000.000)       698.821.205        68.625.837Rp                   39,76%

(500.000.000)       62.911.458          372.978.154-Rp                 -87,42%

(500.000.000)       179.850.000        291.770.833-Rp                 -64,03%

(500.000.000)       65.000.000          70.000.000              75.000.000          81.000.000          88.000.000              232.826.432-Rp                 -8,21%

(500.000.000)       47.137.164          77.524.650              111.721.097        1.501.305.090     193.197.979            382.851.578Rp                 43,03%

(500.000.000)       (44.156.636)         92.324.008          143.714.748            194.638.646        245.053.232        355.186.834            65.181.006-Rp                   15,62%

(500.000.000)       (9.270.000)           423.104.167-Rp                 #NUM!

(500.000.000)       416.666.667-Rp                 #NUM!

(500.000.000)       25.400.000          36.670.000          53.714.800              74.797.021          109.109.419        134.875.836            247.661.446-Rp                 -3,11%

(500.000.000)       416.666.667-Rp                 #NUM!

(500.000.000)       416.666.667-Rp                 #NUM!

(500.000.000)       123.521.840        32.271.840              1.422.291.120     1.871.884.250     1.842.145.875         1.742.891.728Rp              89,92%

(500.000.000)       321.594.019        329.716.143        376.312.831            108.424.377        479.631.202        525.401.645            529.779.292Rp                 62,06%

(500.000.000)       142.550.626        (18.635.886)         198.794.290            307.506.043        329.816.999        348.916.888            98.822.455Rp                   26,93%

(500.000.000)       (694.512.004)       898.966.669-Rp                 #NUM!

(500.000.000)       83.300.000          358.819.444-Rp                 -83,34%

(500.000.000)       1.359.554.847     1.365.652.861     1.355.861.677         1.339.091.373     1.415.144.040     1.423.806.610         3.381.083.450Rp              272,01%

(500.000.000)       136.350.185        258.558.136        695.680.822            163.143.736Rp                 37,92%

(500.000.000)       108.000.000        267.000.000            412.500.000        508.000.000        582.000.000            410.841.049Rp                 48,98%

(500.000.000)       1.984.970.656     2.234.220.238         2.495.931.251     2.770.727.813     3.059.264.203         5.596.442.012Rp              409,13%

(500.000.000)       (198.713.509)       554.662.159-Rp                 #NUM!

(500.000.000)       (254.733.592)       (267.470.271)           (280.843.785)       (294.885.975)       (309.630.273)           1.105.991.425-Rp              #NUM!

(500.000.000)       30.000.000          25.000.000              20.000.000          15.000.000          10.000.000              362.343.536-Rp                 -41,56%

(500.000.000)       416.666.667-Rp                 #NUM!

(500.000.000)       55.407.108          473.864.454        476.837.345            651.604.814        1.103.125.777     1.411.990.932         1.151.354.594Rp              70,79%

(500.000.000)       416.666.667-Rp                 #NUM!

(500.000.000)       69.600.000          37.600.000              155.000.000        372.000.000        1.074.200.000         237.421.018Rp                 34,09%

(500.000.000)       416.666.667-Rp                 #NUM!

(500.000.000)       29.710.000          25.000.000              15.000.000          8.000.000            10.000.000              367.769.333-Rp                 -44,60%

(500.000.000)       22.767.300          28.539.350              38.128.700          45.517.600          52.871.200              329.953.570-Rp                 -23,56%

(500.000.000)       607.585.000        5.267.361Rp                     21,52%

(500.000.000)       15.114.604          62.367.538          110.418.566            75.448.394          142.010.438        103.776.390            209.986.283-Rp                 0,44%

(500.000.000)       13.500.000          50.850.000              93.735.000          103.108.500        157.078.350            238.618.375-Rp                 -4,54%

(500.000.000)       4.380.000            6.087.500            22.080.000              31.560.000          32.293.000          375.955.877-Rp                 -33,34%

Net income (loss)

 
Sources: primary data, processed with excel 2010 

 

The profit and loss projection financial report data above, assisted by an excel application to facilitate the 

calculation of the net present value and internal rate return, shows that the result of calculating the average 

net present value is the direction of the red down arrow, of course with consideration of the weight average 

cost of capital of twenty percent, with rational considerations based on government regulation number 

eleven years two thousand twenty-one, radio is a high-risk business, so the author gives a WACC of twenty 

percent, so from a business perspective, of course, it takes careful consideration to choose this business. As 

for the internal rate return, the author considers the assumptions from the results of interviews with several 

radio broadcasting institutions, a figure of five hundred million rupiahs is chosen, we get from the average 

interview results and consider the average number in the city or district, of course, this figure will be 

considered very small for those who would give up the radio business, and the result was that only a few 

radios exceeded the twenty percent mark. Of course, this is a calculation on paper for consideration, but 

from a business perspective, of course, there are still several variables to be considered. It can be seen in 

figure 5 and figure 6 below clearly regarding the results of the calculation of the net present value and 

internal rate return. 
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Figure 5. Net Present Value 

(Sources: primary data, processed with excel 2010) 
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Figure 6. Internal Rate Return. 

(Sources: primary data, processed with excel 2010) 
 

5. Conclusion and Implications 
The growth of radio broadcasting institutions in West Java has been lively since the nineteen hundred and 

seventies and has become a more promising radio media industry since about one thousand nine hundred 

and ninety-eight, or the post-reform era. In the course of business radio broadcasters, all things have positive 

and negative impacts, both on media producers, advertisers, especially for advertising on radio and on 

society as media consumers. The media industry supports the formation of media conglomerates or the 

concentration of media ownership. The media industry is controlled by private broadcasters who full of 
business interests or political interests, or the interests of both changed from "state regulation" to "market". 

regulation". The media industry is not based on state intervention but is shaped primarily by market 

mechanisms and determined by market forces. The power of radio is in proximity, proximity to listeners, 

locality, and form the "theater of the mind" in the mind listeners, while the advantage of television is in the 

audiovisuals that represent reality. Currently, there are 259 licensed West Java radios. And broadcast radio 

has a listener rating that is still high after television. The economic potential of local media in West Java 

the broadcasting industry is very great, but concentrated media ownership has an impact on unfair 

competition, especially the unfair treatment of local private radio. local radio stations in the regions 

generally do not have access to capital and have limited access to the “advertising cake” of large 

multinational corporations controlled by certain groups. The results of this research in what efforts should 

be done by local radio to maintain their business how to shape business diversification to face international 

competition media industry in responding to broadcasting regulations. This article aims to find a clear 

picture and information about local radio to face competition and challenges among the media 

industries through diversifying their businesses. By method The approach used in this study is a qualitative 

description approach, and through interviews with radio owners, and/or private radio managers. Media 

industry has become great economic potential, but not yet given opportunities to access capital, marketing 

networks, and improve the quality of broadcasts by both the government and association. Amid the pressure 

of the media conglomerate which makes business competition unhealthy, so the choice is to be able to 
survive by making efforts to diversify the non-broadcasting business. target market niche in a business that 

has not reachable by the large broadcasting industry that sells a wide variety the right product because in 

according to the habits and needs of listeners, so that they can obtain significant benefits. For that, it is 

necessary to review the rules regarding ownership restrictions, types of broadcasting business, and can be 

implemented consistently, so that radio has a reasonable business opportunity. 
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